We also discuss a possible test of such models.
INTRODUCTION
Since the work of Bell, c'~ it has been known that any hidden-variable model of quantum theory must be nonlocal. That it must also violate Lorentz invariance was shown by Hardy ~2~ (see also Ref. 3) . Recently one of us has shown how the Bohm model can be modified so that it becomes Lorentz invariant. ~4~ Clearly this modified model, which we call the retarded Bohm model, will violate quantum theory. It is not clear, however, whether it violates the results of any actual experiments.
The purpose of the present note is to show how the retarded Bohm model evades the Hardy proof of the lack of Lorentz invariance of hiddenvariable models. The work reveals another possible test of the retarded model, which is briefly discussed in the final section.
THE MACH-ZEHNDER INTERFEROMETER
A particle enters at point A (see Fig. 1 ) and encounters a beam splitter, which separates the wave packet into two parts of equal magnitude: The wave function then evolves with time according to
until either it is observed by the detectors, U or V, or the wave packets reach region B. Here there is a second beam splitter. If T is the time when the wave packet reaches B, then, for t > T, it can be arranged that 
where path Ic) will cause the C detector to fire and path Id) will cause the D detector to fire. Hence, if detectors U and V are missing, we have for t > T I~',) =It,)
On the other hand, if the U(V) detector is present, it will either register the particle, in which case ItP,> =0
